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Resum
L’objectiu principal d’aquest Treball de Fi de Grau es desenvolupar el modul per optimitzar
perfils verticals d’un optimitzador de trajecto`ries, la optimitzacio´ del qual es basara` en la
utilitzacio´ de velocitats o`ptimes que miniminitzin el cost de la trajecto`ria en funcio´ de les
condicions de vol, i que sera`n pre`viament calculades amb l’objectiu de disminuir la carga
computacional a les simulacions.
Aquestes velocitats pre-computats s’obtindran: mitjanc¸ant la resolucio´ d’un problema de
control o`ptim amb Non-Linear Programming (NLP), per a las fases d’ascens i descens; i
mitjanc¸ant la resolucio´ nume`rica d’equacions no-lineals per la fase de creuer.
Aixı´ doncs, el pes me´s important d’aquest treball vindra` donat per el ca`lcul de les taules de
velocitats o`ptimes, per a les tres fases de vol, de cadascu´n dels avions me´s representatius
obtinguts amb un proce`s de agrupament o ’clustering’.
Finalment, es realitzara`n simulacions de trajecto`ries per veure l’eficacia i rapidessa del
nou algoritme desenvolupat, estudiant-se els resultats i comparant-se amb els obtinguts
amb el Performance Engineering Program (PEP) d’Airbus.
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Overview
The main goal of this Final-Bachelor Project is to develop a version of an in-house Vertical
Profile Optimizer, whose optimization will involve the use of optimum speeds which min-
imize the trajectory cost depending on flight conditions. These speeds will be computed
prior to simulations, in order to reduce the computational burden within themselves.
Pre-computed speeds will be obtained: through the resolution of an optimal-control prob-
lem by means of Non-Linear Programming (NLP), for the phases of climb and descent;
and through the numerical resolution of non-linear equations (root-finding) for the phase of
cruise.
Thus, the greatest weight will be carried by the computation of the tables enclosing the
optimal speeds for optimization, tables which will be computed for the most significant
aircraft models obtained by means of a clustering process.
Eventually, trajectory simulations will be carried out in order to check the efficiency and
speed of the new-developed algorithm. Results obtained will be also compared with the
ones provided by Airbus’ Performance Engineering Program (PEP).

A los compan˜eros de este viaje.
Intenso y bonito viaje.
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INTRODUCTION
A notorious increase in air traffic is among the direct consequences of the constant global
economic growth. Particularly in Europe, the number of flights during 2014 was about
80% higher than in 1990, and despite the recent economic downturns, a growth from 8.85
million flights in 2014 to 12.8 million by 2035 is estimated [1]. Thus, in an increasingly
crowded airspace, with a raising awareness on fuel burning and its environmental con-
sequences, it becomes more clear the importance of flight optimization procedures, and
focusing on airlines, optimization in terms of fuel and time costs reduction.
Concerning the current situation of aviation sector mentioned herein, this Final-Bachelor
Project aims at improving the vertical profile optimization module of an already existing
in-house trajectory optimizer. Basing the optimization tasks on the minimization of a
certain cost function, which combines both time and fuel related flight costs, the main
goal will be to compute certain trajectory parameters for a wide variety of flight con-
ditions which optimize the trajectory, by means of solving an Optimal Control Problem
(OCP) with Non-Linear Programming (NLP) methods and the numerical resolution of non-
linear equations (root-finding).These parameters consist on the optimum parameters, a
pair of optimum calibrated-airspeed (CAS) and Mach number (M) will be computed for
the phases of constant CAS and M either in climb and descent, which will be called
CASECON,climb/MECON,climb and CASECON,descent /MECON,descent respectively. Similarly, for
cruise flight phase, an optimum Mach number will be computed, called MECON .
Once the optimum CAS and M are computed, by means of NLP (in climb/descent phases)
or root-finding (in cruise phase), the goal is to store them in tables, to be lately retrieved
or ”looked up” when simulating trajectories, without the need to solve an OCP ”on-line”
every-time an optimal trajectory needs to be simulated. Due to the complexity of a pure
”look-up” table process, data stored in tables will be approximated by using splines (for
cruise phase) and polynomials (for climb and descent phases).
On the other hand, in order to firstly compute optimum values of CAS and M by means
of solving an OCP, due to great number of aircraft whose optimized trajectories want to
be studied, a K−means clustering process will be carried out. Thus, computational time
will be reduced, after obtaining the optimum CAS and M just for the most representative
aircraft of each cluster.
Eventually, optimum flight trajectories will be simulated making use of pre-computed opti-
mum CAS and M values, studying differences between clusters and comparing trajectories
with the ones obtained with Airbus’ Performance Engineering Program (PEP).
1

CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
In order to fully understand the optimization and clustering processes described in further
sections, the theoretical background behind them must be explained. Thus , the chapter
herein describes the aircraft dynamics model used for optimization purposes (including
performance equations), the key aspects of an Optimal Control Problem (OCP) formulation
and solution, and eventually the clustering process followed in this project.
1.1. Aircraft dynamics model
1.1.1. Aircraft point-mass model
For the trajectory optimization tasks which will be carried out throughout this project, it is
required to rely on an aircraft dynamics model that provides sufficient fidelity for nowadays
Air Traffic Management (ATM) purposes and performance studies. Assuming a reduced
version of a point-mass representation of the aircraft (where forces are applied at its center
of gravity), called gamma-command model [2] (in which continuous vertical equilibrium is
assumed), aircraft dynamics can be described by the following set of non-linear differential
equations, assuming flat non-rotating earth and taking into account longitudinal wind com-
ponent (vertical and cross wind components are not considered for simplification purposes,
even though the later one slightly affects aircraft ground speed) :
dv
dt
= v˙=
T −D
m
−gsinγ
ds
dt
= s˙= vcosγ+Ws
dh
dt
= h˙= vsinγ
dm
dt
= m˙=−FF
(1.1)
where T is the aircraft thrust, g is the gravity acceleration, γ is the aerodynamic flight path
angle, v is the true airspeed (TAS), s is the aircraft distance to go, h is the aircraft vertical
position or height, m is the aircraft mass and D is the aerodynamic drag, which can be
expressed as:
D=
1
2
ρSv2CD (1.2)
where ρ is the density of the air (ρ= pRτ assuming ideal gases, being p and τ air pressure
and temperature, and R the air gas constant), S the wing surface area and CD the drag
coefficient, which depends on the lift coefficient CL, the Mach number M and the speed-
brake deflection angle β. Lift coefficient can be computed (assuming vertical equilibrium,
that is, lift force equals aircraft weight) as :
CL =
2mg
ρSv2
(1.3)
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Besides Mach number can be expressed as function of air temperature and true airspeed:
M =
v√
κRτ
(1.4)
where κ is the air adiabatic index.
As seen in set of equations 1.1, it is needed to compute drag and thrust forces, as well
as fuel flow, in order to be able to generate an aircraft trajectory by means of numerical
integration of the these differential equations (using e.g. Runge-Kutta method). Further
in this chapter (Sub-section 1.1.2.), the methodology to carry out these computations is
shown, which uses the Base of Aircraft Data 4 BADA 4 performance models.
1.1.2. BADA 4 Aircraft performance equations
For the efficiency of nowadays air traffic operations, the ability of ATM systems to perform
realistic aircraft trajectories’ predictions is needed. Besides, research and development
activities within ATM require simulation tools capable of replicating real life operations and
aircraft performance in an accurate way.
In order to model and simulate aircraft trajectories for several ATM applications, every
aircraft in operation shall have its corresponding Aircraft Performance Model (APM), which
includes performance data, aircraft operational and structural limits, all of them needed to
compute forces actuating on the aircraft (such as drag or thrust) and later integrate its
trajectory (by using set of equations described in previous section, Eq. 1.1).
Throughout this subsection, EUROCONTROL’s own APM , called BADA 4 (Base of Air-
craft Data) will be described, focusing at the computation of aircraft performance equations
needed for the optimization tasks of this project [3]. Note that BADA Family 4 is a newly de-
veloped model intended to satisfy the accuracy requirements of new ATM systems. It has
70% coverage of current aircraft types operating in ECAC space, and provides accurate
modeling of aircraft over the entire flight envelope, enabling the modeling and simulation
of future ATM concepts of operation [4].
1.1.2.1. Aerodynamic equations
Aerodynamic forces are the result of the interaction of the aircraft external surface with the
atmosphere while flying through it, and as such will depend on the external shape defined
by the aircraft aerodynamic configuration (high-lift devices retracted or extended, landing
gear up or down, and speed-brakes applied or not-applied), the atmospheric properties
and the Mach number.
The lift coefficient, CL [-], which assumes the flight path angles is zero but includes a
correction for a certain bank angle, is determined by:
CL =
2 ·m ·g
δ · p0 ·κ ·S ·M2 · cosφ (1.5)
where δ is the pressure ratio [-], p0 the standard atmospheric pressure at MSL [Pa] and φ
the bank angle [rad]. Note that p0 and κ are defined in BADA’s atmosphere model, and
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have values of 101325 Pa and 1.4, respectively. Pressure ratio expression can be found in
BADA’s atmosphere model too, which is:
δ=
p
p0
(1.6)
Note that equations regarding the computation of lift coefficient (Eq.1.3 and Eq.1.5) are
equivalent. The first one is a particular case of Eq.1.5 (no bank-angle), whereas the later
one adds the effect of a turn with a certain bank-angle φ (where aircraft weight no longer
needs to equal lift force, but its vertical component Lvertical = L · cosφ, being L the lift
force). Then Eq.1.3 (now assuming a certain bank-angle) can be rewritten, by assuming
ideal gases , adding the equation that relates Mach and airspeed Eq.1.4 and the pressure
ratio expression, proving that both lift coefficient expressions are equivalent:
CL=
2 ·m ·g
ρ ·S · v2 · cosφ =
2 ·m ·g
p
Rτ ·S ·M2 ·κ ·R · τ · cosφ
=
2 ·m ·g
p ·S ·M2 ·κ · cosφ =
2 ·m ·g
δ · p0 ·κ ·S ·M2 · cosφ
(1.7)
The lift force, L [N], is determined from lift coefficient by:
L=
1
2
·δ · p0 ·κ ·S ·M2 ·CL (1.8)
Regarding the drag coefficientCD, it will be specified as a function of the lift coefficient and
the Mach number. BADA proposes two ways of calculating the drag coefficient: one for
the clean configuration (no high-lift devices, landing gear and/or spoilers deployed), which
takes into account the compressibility effects that occur at high Mach number; and the
other one for non-clean configurations (used at lower Mach numbers).
Thus, in clean configuration the drag coefficient can be modeled by the following polyno-
mial (flying at a Mach number below aircraft’s maximum Mach Mmax):
CD = scalar ·
[
C0+
(
C2 ·C2L
)
+
(
C6 ·C6L
)]
(1.9)
where:
C0 = d1+
d2(
1−M2
) 1
2
+
d3(
1−M2
) + d4(
1−M2
) 3
2
+
d5(
1−M2
)2 (1.10)
C2 = d6+
d7(
1−M2
) 3
2
+
d8(
1−M2
)3 + d9(
1−M2
) 92 + d10(1−M2)6 (1.11)
C6 = d11+
d12(
1−M2
)7 + d13(
1−M2
) 15
2
+
d14(
1−M2
)8 + d15(
1−M2
) 17
2
(1.12)
where scalar is a scaling factor and d1 to d15 are clean drag coefficients [-] obtained from
the aircraft’s Drag Polar Model (DPM) provided by BADA .
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Besides, BADA defines another way of computingCD in clean configuration, for the partic-
ular case of flying at a Mach number above the maximum mach Mmax. However, realizing
that in BADA model the actual maximum Mach number always equals the Mach maximum
operating MMO, that scenario is not considered in this project as trajectory simulations
over MMO region will not be performed , and thus the alternative formula won’t be included
in this section.
On the other hand, in non-clean configuration the drag coefficient can be modeled by the
following polynomial :
CD = d1,δHL,δLG +d2,δHL,δLG ·CL+d3,δHL,δLG ·C2L (1.13)
where δLG is the position of the landing gear [-], δHL the position of high-lift devices [-]
and d1,δHL,δLG to d3,δHL,δLG are non-clean drag coefficients [-] obtained from the aircraft’s
Aerodynamic Forces and Configurations Model (ACFM) provided by BADA .
In addition, BADA defines drag coefficients for phases of transition between configura-
tions (e.g landing gear is being retracted), as well as drag coefficients with speed-brakes
deployed, but non of them will be used for our optimization tasks.
Finally the drag force is determined from the drag coefficient as follows:
D=
1
2
·δ · p0 ·κ ·S ·M2 ·CD (1.14)
1.1.2.2. Propulsive equations
Depending on the type of engine (turbofan, turboprop or piston) BADA 4 provides separate
thrust and fuel consumption models. From the list of aircrafts provided with BADA 4,
the majority are turbo-fan. Thus, only turbo-fan Propulsive Forces Model (PFM) will be
described.
The general formulation of the thrust force expresses it as a function of airspeed, throttle
setting and atmospheric conditions, as follows:
T = δ ·Wre f ·CT (1.15)
where Wre f the weight force at aircraft’s reference mass [N] and CT the thrust coefficient
[-].
A turbofan engine may be operated either by control of the throttle or through the use of
predefined settings, called ratings. BADA 4 models the following ratings: low idle thrust
(LIDL), maximum climb thrust (MCMB) and maximum cruise thrust (MCRZ). Both MCMB
and MCRZ share the same formulas when it comes to compute thrust coefficients (but
different coefficients), while the LIDL rating model has its own set of formulas.
In LIDL, to compute the thrust coefficient CT , as a function of Mach number and atmo-
spheric conditions, the following formula is used:
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CT =ti1δ−1+ ti2+ ti3δ+ ti4δ2+(
ti5δ−1+ ti6+ ti7δ+ ti8δ2
)
·M+(
ti9δ−1+ ti10+ ti11δ+ ti12δ2
)
·M2
(1.16)
where ti1 to ti12 are the idle-rating thrust coefficients [-] obtained from the aircraft’s Turbo-
fan Propulsive Forces Model (TFM) provided by BADA.
For the computation of the thrust coefficient in MCMB and MCRZ, the following formula is
used:
CT =a1+a2M+a3M2+a4M3+a5M4+a6M5(
a7+a8M+a9M2+a10M3+a11M4+a12M5
)
·δT(
a13+a14M+a15M2+a16M3+a17M4+a18M5
)
·δ2T(
a19+a20M+a21M2+a22M3+a23M4+a24M5
)
·δ3T(
a25+a26M+a27M2+a28M3+a29M4+a30M5
)
·δ4T(
a31+a32M+a33M2+a34M3+a35M4+a36M5
)
·δ5T
(1.17)
where δT is the throttle parameter and a1 to a36 the non-idle rating thrust coefficients [-]
obtained from the aircraft’s Turbofan Propulsive Forces Model (TFM) provided by BADA.
To compute the throttle parameter used in the previous formula, BADA differentiates two
aircraft operation areas: the flat-rated area, in which the atmospheric conditions result in
a temperature deviation from standard conditions below a threshold (called kink point),
and where the engine behavior is limited by the internal pressure; on the other hand, the
temperature-rated area, in which temperature deviation from standard conditions exceeds
the kink point, and where the amount of fuel injected into the combustion chamber must
be reduced to control the turbine entry temperature.
Throttle parameter in flat-rated area, δT, f lat , is computed as follows:
δT, f lat =b1+b2M+b3M2+b4M3+b5M4+b6M5(
b7+b8M+b9M2+b10M3+b11M4+b12M5
)
·δ(
b13+b14M+b15M2+b16M3+b17M4+b18M5
)
·δ2(
b19+b20M+b21M2+b22M3+b23M4+b24M5
)
·δ3(
b25+b26M+b27M2+b28M3+b29M4+b30M5
)
·δ4(
b31+b32M+b33M2+b34M3+b35M4+b36M5
)
·δ5
(1.18)
where b1 to b36 are the flat-rated area throttle coefficients [-] obtained from the aircraft’s
Turbofan Propulsive Forces Model (TFM) provided by BADA.
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Throttle parameter in temperature-rated area, δT,temp, is computed as follows:
δT,temp =c1+ c2M+ c3M2+ c4M3+ c5M4+ c6M5(
c7+ c8M+ c9M2+ c10M3+ c11M4+ c12M5
)
·θt(
c13+ c14M+ c15M2+ c16M3+ c17M4+ c18M5
)
·θ2t(
c19+ c20M+ c21M2+ c22M3+ c23M4+ c24M5
)
·θ3t(
c25+ c26M+ c27M2+ c28M3+ c29M4+ c30M5
)
·θ4t(
c31+ c32M+ c33M2+ c34M3+ c35M4+ c36M5
)
·θ5t
(1.19)
where θt is the total temperature ratio [-] and b1 to b36 the temperature-rated area throt-
tle coefficients [-] obtained from the aircraft’s Turbofan Propulsive Forces Model (TFM)
provided by BADA.
For the computation of total temperature ratio θt , the following formula is used:
θt = θ ·
[
1+
M2 · (κ−1)
2
]
(1.20)
Note that temperature ratio expression can be found in BADA’s atmosphere model , which
is:
θ=
τ
τ0
(1.21)
where τ0 is the standard atmospheric temperature at Mean Sea Level , which has a value
of 288.15 K.
Regarding fuel consumption model, turbo-fan’s fuel consumption is formulated, as a func-
tion of airspeed, throttle parameter and atmospheric conditions, as follows:
FF = δ ·θ 12 ·Wre f ·a0 ·L−1HV ·CF (1.22)
where a0 the speed of sound at Mean Sea Level (MSL) [m/s], LHV the fuel lower heating
value [m2/s2] and CF the fuel coefficient [-].
To compute the fuel coefficient CF , similarly to the thrust coefficient CT , BADA defines
different ways of computation, depending on the engine rating (LIDL, MCMB, MCRZ). For
both MCMB and MCRZ, the same formulas are used when it comes to compute fuel coef-
ficient (but different coefficients), while LIDL has its own set of formulas.
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In LIDL, to compute the fuel coefficient CF,idle, as a function of Mach number and atmo-
spheric conditions, the following formula is used:
CF,idle =

f i1+ f i2δ+ f i3δ2
+
(
f i4+ f i5δ+ f i6δ2
)
·M
+
(
f i7+ f i8δ+ f i9δ2
)
·M2
 ·δ−1θ− 12 (1.23)
where f i1 to f i9 are the idle rating fuel coefficients [-] obtained from the aircraft’s Turbofan
Propulsive Forces Model (TFM) provided by BADA.
For the computation of the fuel coefficient in MCMB and MCRZ (general fuel coefficient,
CF,gen), the following formula is used:
CF,gen = f1+ f2CT + f3C2T + f4C
3
T + f5C
4
T
+
(
f6+ f7CT + f8C2T + f9C
3
T + f10C
4
T
)
·M
+
(
f11+ f12CT + f13C2T + f14C
3
T + f15C
4
T
)
·M2
+
(
f16+ f17CT + f18C2T + f19C
3
T + f20C
4
T
)
·M3
+
(
f21+ f22CT + f23C2T + f24C
3
T + f25C
4
T
)
·M4
(1.24)
where f1 to f25 are the non-idle rating fuel coefficients [-] obtained from the aircraft’s Tur-
bofan Propulsive Forces Model (TFM) provided by BADA.
1.2. Trajectory optimization
Flight trajectory optimization is of great interest in today’s aviation field, where awareness
of time and fuel related flight costs is constantly rising, and where the reduction of ground
acoustic noise (specially in populations close to airports) becomes essential for aircraft op-
erators. A flight optimization problem is usually stated as the determination of a trajectory,
such that a given cost function is minimized. This process will not only be subject to initial
and final boundary conditions (such as imposed time over a waypoint/fix), but also to air-
craft dynamics constraints (such as differential equations of the point-mass aircraft model,
Eq. 1.1) and air traffic management standard procedures. For this project, the mentioned
optimization problem will be formulated as a multi-phase optimal control problem (OCP).
1.2.1. Optimal Control Problem formulation and solution
For a generic OCP, the optimization problem may be divided into N phases, each of them
defined by time interval from t0 to t f [seconds], a state vector x(t), a control vector u(t)
(which includes the parameters that can be controlled) and a parameter vector p(t) (which
includes time-independent control variables)[5]. As an example, in case we wanted to
minimize a car fuel consumption along an interval of time, x(t) could include car’s position
and speed, u(t) would include throttle and steering wheel position and p(t) could include
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air-conditioning state. Thus, the goal of the OCP is to find u(t) and p(t) such that a given
cost function J is minimized over the whole period of time. Being i the phase index i ∈
{1,N}:
J = φ(x(N)(t(N)f , t
(N)
f )+
i=N
∑
i=1
∫ t(i)f
t(i)0
L(i)(x(i)(t),u(i)(t), p(i)) (1.25)
being φ the Mayer term which express a terminal cost function, and being the sum of
Lagrange terms L(i) the cost of along the total trajectory.
Regarding the optimization problem constraints, and particularly the ones regarding the
dynamics of the system f for each phase (i) (dynamics of state variables), they can be
expressed by non-linear vector functions:
dx(i)
dt
= x˙(i)(t) = f (i)
(
x(i)(t),u(i)(t), p(i)
)
; i ∈ {1,N} (1.26)
Usually initial constraints (x0) are applied to the state variables, in order to set the initial
conditions of the optimization problem:
x(1)(t(1)0 ) = x0 (1.27)
Moreover, the solution of the OCP may need to satisfy some algebraic event constraints
(such as final conditions at the different phases), which can be expressed in a general form
with vector functions:
ψ(i)
(
x(i)(t(i)f ), t
(i)
f
)
= 0; i ∈ [1,N] (1.28)
some algebraic path constraints:
g(i)
(
x(i)(t),u(i)(t), p(i))≤ 0; i ∈ [1,N] (1.29)
and simple bounds (upper U and lower L) on state, control and time variables (called boxed
constraints):
x(i)L (t)≤x(i)(t)≤ x(i)U (t)
u(i)L (t)≤u(i)(t)≤ u(i)U (t)
p(i)L ≤p(i) ≤ p(i)U
t(i)0,L ≤t(i)0 ≤ t(i)0,U
t(i)f ,L ≤t(i)f ≤ t(i)f ,U
(1.30)
Finally, for multi-phase optimization problem, it may be desirable to link state variables
across consecutive phases, in order to force their continuity:
ν(i)
(
x(i)(t(i)f ), t
(i)
f ,x
(i+1)(t(i+1)0 ), t
(i+1)
0
)
; i ∈ [1,N] (1.31)
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On the other hand, many are the available methods to solve an optimal control problem.
Due to the non-linearity of the functions appearing in the optimization objective and the
constraints, an analytic solution of the problem cannot be found [6], being needed to ap-
ply numerical methods (direct methods), such as direct collocation or shooting methods,
which transform the original continuous (infinite) problem into a discrete (finite) non-linear
programming (NLP) optimization problem.
Other methods such as indirect methods or evolutionary algorithms [2] will be discarded
for this project purposes, for either their high complexity (as they require a strong mathe-
matical background and knowledge of the problem), like the indirect methods, or because
of their high computational burden (time) and their low accurate solution, in case of the
evolutionary algorithms.
Thus, in order to solve the optimal control problem stated in previous sections, direct collo-
cation method will be used, transforming the original continous optimization problem into a
NLP optimization problem. On the other hand, CasADi tool [7] will be used, a C++ written
software which provides a set of modules that can be used to solve OCP efficiently with a
modest programming effort. Within CasADi, the non-linear programming solver IPOPT will
be used.
Even though the optimization problem will be solved by means of NLP for climb and de-
scent phases, the problem can be reduced to a simple root-finding problem in cruise, which
will be exposed further in this project (Chapter 3). On the other hand, one of the main goals
of this project is to be able to perform optimized flight simulations with pre-computed opti-
mum values. Either by means of NLP or root-finding, optimum values minimizing a given
cost function J (see Eq.1.33) will be found, that is economic calibrated airspeed CASECON
and economic Mach number MECON in Table 1.1. After that, storing these values in tables,
optimized trajectory simulations will be made, by numerically integrating aircraft dynamics
equations, using the pre-computed values in a sort of look-up table process, without the
need of on-line OCP solving.
A look-up table [8], as called in computer science, is an array (data structure consisting of
a collection of indexed elements) that replaces run-time computation burden with a simpler
array indexing operation. In this way, data values (stored in pre-calculated tables) can be
retrieved from ”memory”, without the need be to computed at any input/output operation.
Even though the use tables let us evaluate the optimum parameters without needing a
costly optimization process, the process of looking up itself can be complex. For the cruise
case, the optimum Mach number will depend on three independent values (weight coef-
ficient, cost index coefficient and Mach of the wind speed, see Chapter 3). Whenever
MECON wants to be evaluated for a certain set of input values, if these differ from the ones
stored the table, interpolations will need to be made. This process becomes even more
complex for climb and descent phases, where the pair of MECON andCASECON values will
depend on 5 input parameters (temperature deviation with respect to standard conditons,
wind speed, aircraft mass, cost index and altitude, see Chapter 4).
To cope with the complexity a pure look-up table process can carry, 3D splines will be
used to accurately approximate the data stored in the table, for cruise phase. Splines let
us quickly evaluate the value of MECON for any value of input parameters. On the other
hand, for climb and descent cases, splines will not be be used, as to the best of our
knowledge, none of the non-commercial C++ libraries for splines can handle more than 3d
interpolations. Instead, data from the table will be approximated using multi-dimensional
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polynomials, thus being able to compute CASECON and MECON by simply evaluating the
polynomials at the given set of input values.
1.2.2. Vertical profile optimization
For the particular case of a vertical flight optimization, from take-off to landing phases
(included), it may be desired to do it in terms of fuel consumption (fuel-flow), and the OCP
cost function would be written as:
J =
i=N
∑
i=1
∫ t(i)f
t(i)0
FF(i)(x(i)(t),u(i)(t)) (1.32)
Besides, and like many aircraft operators usually do, the optimization could be made doing
a trade-off between time and fuel related costs, as:
J =CI · t(N)f +
i=N
∑
i=1
∫ t(i)f
t(i)0
FF(i)(x(i)(t),u(i)(t)) (1.33)
whereCI is the cost index [(e/hour)/(e/litre)], which expresses the ratio of the time-related
cost of an aircraft operation and the fuel-related cost, and thus reflects the relative effects
of fuel and time related costs on overall trip cost [9].
Note that for this project the later cost function J will be the one used.
In previous section the general OCP formulation has been presented. It is time, now, to
formulate the OCP taking into account the model chosen for the aircraft dynamics (Section
1.1.). Thus, state vector x(t), control vector u(t) and OCP constraints need to be defined.
State vector will be composed by four state variables, present in the differential equations
defining aircraft dynamics (Eq. 1.30), as: x= [v s h m]T .
Control vector will be composed by the aerodynamic flight path angle (γ) and engine thrust
(T ) as: u= [γ T ].
Regarding the initial constraints applying to state variables: x0 = [v0 s0 h0 m0] will be
fixed continuously at each state of the aircraft when computing the optimal trajectory.
Box constraints shall be applied to some control variables, such as flight path angle:
γmin ≤ γ≤ 0 (descent); 0≤ γ≤ γmax (climb) (1.34)
being γmin the flight path angle corresponding to the minimum descent gradient, which is
set to −15◦, and γmax the flight path angle corresponding to the maximum climb gradient,
which is set to 15◦. Regarding thrust, path constraint must be applied to it, as it depends
on temperature, pressure and Mach number (thus maximum and minimum thrust are not
scalars):
Tmin(x)≤ T ≤ Tmax(x) (1.35)
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Box constraints do not need to apply for state variables, as their auxiliary variables (pres-
sure altitude hp, calibrated airspeed vCAS and Mach number M) are already bounded by
path constraints .
Finally, Table 1.1 sums up the different phases in which the flight is divided and their
relative event and path constraints. These constraints are given in terms of mach number
M (see Eq. 1.4), calibrated airspeed vCAS, pressure altitude hp1 , energy share factor k2,
thrust T and rate-of-climb/descent ROC/ROD (500 ft/min at least [6]). Note thatCASECON ,
MECON and hp,OPT event constraints correspond to the Mach, calibrated airspeed and
altitude optimum values computed by solving the OCP. On the other hand, 200kt event
speed constraint in Approach Deceleration phase corresponds to a mean green-dot speed
(GS) (in clean configuration, speed that gives maximum lift to drag ratio), whereas 250kt
path constraint limitation is the most typical one imposed by ATC below FL100. Other
constraints include maximum operating airspeed and Mach number, that is, VMO and
MMO.
1An atmospheric pressure expressed in terms of altitude which corresponds to that pressure in the stan-
dard atmosphere [10].
2Parameter which specifies how much of the available power is allocated to climb as opposed to acceler-
ation while following a selected speed profile during climb [11].
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Table 1.1: Phases of flight and operational constraints
ID Phase Event constraints (ψ) Path constraints (g)
1 Take-off acceleration k˙ = 0; T = Tmax
2 Climb acceleration vCAS
(
t f
)
=CASECON,climb k˙ = 0; T = Tmax
3 Constant CAS climb M
(
t f
)
=MECON,climb
v˙CAS = 0; T = Tmax
ROC ≥ 500 f t/min
4 Constant Mach climb hp
(
t f
)
= hp,OPT
M˙ = 0; T = Tmax
ROC ≥ 500 f t/min
5 Cruise h˙p = 0; M˙ = 0
6 Step climb hp
(
t f
)
= hp,OPT M˙ = 0; ROC ≥ 500 f t/min
7 Cruise acceleration M
(
t f
)
=MECON h˙p = 0; T = Tmax
8 Cruise Same as phase 5
...
k+1 Step climb Same as phase 6
k+2 Cruise acceleration Same as phase 7
k+3 Cruise Same as phase 5
...
N-7 Cruise deceleration M
(
t f
)
=MECON,descent h˙p = 0; T = Tidle
N-6 Descent Mach vCAS
(
t f
)
=CASECON,descent
M˙ = 0 M ≤MMO
T = Tidle; ROD≥ 500 f t/min
N-5 Descent CAS
v˙CAS = 0; vCAS ≤VMO
T = Tidle; ROD≥ 500 f t/min
N-4 Descent Deceleration hP
(
t f
)
= 10.000 f t k˙ = 0; vCAS ≤VMO
T = Tidle
N-3 Approach CAS
v˙CAS = 0; vCAS ≤ 250kt
T = Tidle
N-2 Approach Deceleration
vCAS
(
t f
)
= 200kt
hp
(
t f
)
= 2.000 f t
k˙ = 0; vCAS ≤ 250kt
T = Tidle
N-1 Approach with flaps h˙p = 0;T = Tidle
N Landing
h
(
t f
)
= 50 f t
s
(
t f
)
= 0 γ=−3
◦ v˙CAS = 0
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1.3. Aircraft clustering
Clustering, also known as Cluster analysis, is the task of grouping data objects into sub-
sets, in such a manner that objects similar to one another are grouped together, while
different objects belong to different groups. The greater the similarity (or homogeneity)
within a group and the greater the difference between groups, the better or more distinct
the clustering will be [12].
The aim of clustering in this project is to reduce the computational time needed to compute
both MECON and CASECON tables for the phases of climb and descent. Thus, from a
list of 61 turbo-jet aircraft (which has been provided by Eurocontrol’s BADA v4.1, and
which includes several performance data-sheets for each aircraft in the list), and after
measuring a computation time of about one day (either for climb and for descent tables)
for a single aircraft model, performing the computations for the whole aircraft list would last
122 days. Instead, grouping all aircraft models by using K-means clustering technique, the
computations will be made just for the aircraft corresponding to the centroid of each cluster
(and not for the whole list), being able to reduce the computational time by a factor 6 (after
determining 10 as a fair number of clusters for K-means).
Throughout this section, basic clustering concepts will be described, as well as the final
clustering technique chosen for aircraft’s clustering process.
1.3.1. Clustering definitions
”Clustering” is the most common word when it comes to refer to an entire collection of
clusters. Various types of clustering can be distinguished [12]:
• Hierarchical versus Partitional. A partitional clustering is simply a division of the
set of data objects into non-overlapping subsets such that each data is in exactly
one subset. On the other hand, if we permit clusters to have sub-clusters, then we
obtain a hierarchical clustering, which is a set of nested clusters that are organized
as a tree.
• Exclusive versus Overlapping versus Fuzzy. An exclusive clustering assigns
each object to a single cluster, whereas an overlapping or non-exclusive cluster-
ing is used to reflect the fact that an object can simultaneously belong to more than
one cluster.
On the other hand, in a fuzzy clustering, every object belongs to every cluster with
a membership-weight going from 0 (absolutely does not belong) to 1 (absolutely
belongs).
• Complete versus Partial. A complete clustering assigns every object to a cluster,
whereas a partial clustering does not, in cases where not all data objects belong
to well-defined groups.
On the other hand, various types of clusters can be defined, depending on their properties:
• Well-Separated. In well-separated clusters, each object is closer to every other
object inside the cluster than to any object outside that certain cluster. This idealis-
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tic definition of a cluster is satisfied, however, only when the data contains natural
clusters that are quite far from each other.
• Prototype-Based. In prototype-based clusters, each object is closer to the pro-
totype that defines the cluster than to the prototype of any other cluster. For data
with continuous attributes, the prototype of a cluster is often a centroid, that is, the
average of all points in the cluster. In case the data has categorical attributes, the
prototype is often a medoid, that is, the most representative point of a cluster.
• Contiguity-Based. In contiguity-based clusters, each point of data is closer to at
least one point in its cluster than to any point in another cluster.
• Density-Based. This type of clusters are defined as regions of high density sepa-
rated by regions of low density.
• Shared-Property (Conceptual Clusters). Points in a cluster share some general
property that derives from the entire set of points.
1.3.2. Clustering techniques
Making use the previous concepts involved in cluster analysis, the most used clustering
techniques are listed:
• K-means. This is a prototype-based, partitional clustering technique that attempts
to find a user specified number of clusters (K ), which are represented by their cen-
troids.
• K-medoids. Similar to K-means, this is prototype-based, partitional clustering tech-
nique that attempts to find a user specified number of clusters (K ), which are repre-
sented by their medoids.
• Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering. This clustering approach refers to a col-
lection of closely related clustering techniques that produce a hierarchical clustering
by starting with point as a single cluster and then repeatedly merging the two closest
clusters until a single, all-encompassing cluster remains.
• DBSCAN. This is a density-based clustering algorithm, that produces a partitional
clustering, in which the number of clusters is automatically determined by the al-
gorithm. Points in low-density regions are classified as noise and omitted; thus,
DBSCAN does not produce a complete clustering.
As we want all 61 aircraft to be placed in a certain cluster, from the list of clustering tech-
niques we could discard DBSCAN, as it involves a partial clustering. On the other hand,
we do not want clusters to have sub-clusters, thus Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
is not desired.
Then, both K-means and K-medoids could be chosen for the aricrafts’ clustering process.
K-medoids could be desired rather than K-means, as each cluster is defined by its medoid,
that is, the most representative aircraft within each cluster, whereas a cluster in K-means
is defined by its centroid (or mean), which does not correspond to a particular aircraft.
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However, K-medoids is computationally more expensive than K-means, as computing the
medoid is harder than just computing the average. On the other hand, a shared drawback
between both methods is the need to know the number of clusters (K ) a priori.
Having seen the advantages and drawbacks of both methods, K-means is finally chosen as
the clustering technique, because of its lighter computational burden. Additionally Elbow’s
method [13] will be used in K-means, in order to estimate a fair value of K.
1.3.3. K-means algorithm
The K-means algorithm [14] clusters data by trying to separate samples into K clusters
(C1,C2, ...,CK) represented by their centers or means, minimizing a criterion known as the
inertia or ”within-cluster sum-of-squares”.
The center of each cluster is calculated as the mean of all the instances belonging to that
cluster:
µk =
1
NK
Nk
∑
q=1
xq (1.36)
where Nk is the number of instances (e.g. number of aircraft) belonging to cluster k, µk is
the mean of the cluster k, and xq a certain instance inside the cluster k.
On the other hand, the ”within-cluster sum-of-squares”, also called Sum of Squared Error
(SSE), which actually measures the total Euclidian distance of instances to their represen-
tative values, can be calculated as:
SSE =
K
∑
k=1
∑
∀xi∈Ck
||xi−µk||2 (1.37)
where K is the total number of clusters, µk is the mean of the cluster k, and xi a certain
instance inside the cluster k.
Focusing on the algorithm steps (Figure 1.1), K-means clustering starts with an initial set
of clusters centers, chosen at random or according to some heuristic procedure. In each
iteration, each instance is assigned to its nearest cluster center according to the Euclidean
distance between them two. Then each cluster’s center is re-calculated, by computing
its mean (Eq.1.36). Note that in our particular case, each data instance is an aircraft
defined by five characteristic properties: maximum take-off weight MTOW, maximum pay-
load weight MPL, maximum operating speed VMO, maximum operating Mach number
MMO, wing surface area S, wing-span b and wing-length l.
The process takes place until, for instance, the SSE is not reduced any more by the re-
location of the centers, which indicates that the current partition is locally optimal. Other
stopping criteria could be exceeding a pre-defined number of iterations.
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Input: S (set of instances), K (number of clusters)
Output: clusters
1. Initialize K cluster centers.
2. while termination condition is not satisfied do
3. Assign instances to the closest cluster center.
4. Update cluster centers based on the assignment.
5. end while
Figure 1.1: K-means algorithm
1.3.4. Elbow’s method
One of the main drawbacks of K-means algorithm, as seen in previous sections, is the
need of the user to know the number of clusters K a priori. The correct choice of K is often
ambiguous, with interpretations depending on many factors, such as the shape and scale
of the distribution of data, or the desired user’s clustering resolution. In addition, increasing
K will always reduce the amount of error in the resulting clustering, to the extreme case of
zero error, in the case where K equals the number of data points. Thus, the optimal choice
of K needs to be a trade-off between maximum compression of data (minimum number
of clusters, that is, 1 cluster) and minimum error (maximum number of clusters, when K
equals the number of data objects).
Among the commonly used methods to determine the number of clusters in K-means,
such as the silhouette method, X-means clustering method or the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) [15], Elbow’s method is one of the most used and most easily interpretable.
Figure 1.2: Elbow’s method
The idea present in Elbow’s method is to run K-means algorithm on the set of data for a
range of values of K (i.e. from K = 1 to the total number of data instances), and for each
value of K calculate the sum of squared error (Eq.1.37). The very next step is to plot a
line chart of the SSE for each value of K. If the line chart looks like an ”arm”, then the
”elbow” on the arm represents the desired value of K. At that point, adding more clusters
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(increasing K) will not improve results (SSE will not decrease sharply).
As observed in Figure 1.2 [13], the plot on the left depicts an elbow chart showing the SSE
after running K-means clustering for K going from 1 to 10 (10 data points in Dataset A). It
is easy to observe a pretty clear ”elbow” at K = 3, thus 3 would be the appropriate number
of clusters.
By looking at the plot on the left (Dataset B), the elbow chart does not have a clear ”elbow”.
Instead, we observe a fairly smooth curve, being unclear which is the best value of K to
choose. This example illustrates that elbow’s method does not work always well, specially
if data is not very well differentiated. In this case, other methods to determine the optimal
number of clusters must be selected.
Note that at the top of each plot, the distribution of datasets A and B can be observed.

CHAPTER 2. BADA 4 IMPLEMENTATION
Last version of an in-house trajectory optimizer uses BADA 3 Family as the Aircraft Per-
formance Model (APM). One of the main goals of this project is to update optimizer’s
vertical profile module, by obtaining aircraft’s’ performance data from BADA 4 family, and
thus being able to simulate and optimize vertical trajectories which satisfy the precision
requirements of new ATM systems.
Throughout this chapter, the keys of BADA 4 implementation will be explained, focusing
on aircrafts’ data format, programming language used for the parsing of performance data
and the implementation of the main equations regarding aircraft performance functions,
described in Chapter 1, section 1.1.
2.1. Programming environment and XML parsing
C++ is the programming language chosen for the implementation of BADA 4 , as it is the
base upon which DYNAMO has been built. For the implementation itself, a new class
called AircraftBADA4 will be created (both declarations and definitions files, that is, Air-
craftBADA4.h and AircraftBADA4.cpp). Focusing on the definitions file, its main goal will
be to parse all performance data of a given aircraft, by reading its related performance
data-sheet provided by BADA, to later compute all aircraft performance functions to be
used in vertical profile optimization tasks.
On the other hand, each aircraft will have its own performance data-sheet, including among
others its characteristic masses, engine information, speed/altitude limitations and coeffi-
cients to compute aircraft performance functions, in a XML format. Figure 2.1 shows an
A320-232 APM in XML format provided by BADA 4. The data-sheet includes several data:
• Aircraft model;
• Engine type and model;
• ICAO aircraft designator, which includes aircraft wake turbulence category too;
• Aerodynamic Forces and Configurations Model (AFCM), which includes aircraft
configurations , depending on the deployment/retraction of high-lift devices and land-
ing gear, and their corresponding drag coefficient parameters;
• Propulsive Forces Model (PFM), which includes thrust and fuel flow coefficients,
as well as temperature/flat rating coefficients and kink points (see Sub-section 1.1.2.
in Chapter 1);
• Operation of configuration Parameters Model (OPM), which includes high-lift de-
vices and landing gear fixed positions and transition times between positions;
• Aircraft Limitations Model (ALM), which includes aircraft maximum speeds/alti-
tudes, as well as maximum weight at take-off and landing, among others;
• Ground, which includes aircraft length, span, take-off and landing distances;
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• Airline Procedure Model (ARPM), which includes which configuration of landing-
gear/high-lift devices typically used at different phases of the flight (take-off, initial
climb, cruise, approach and landing), as well as airline procedure default speeds.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<bada40:ACM xmlns:bada40="http://www.eurocontrol.int/eec/
public/standard_page/bada40">
<model>A320-232</model>
<type>JET</type>
<engine>IAE V2527-A5</engine>
<description/>
<ICAO>...</ICAO>
<AFCM>...</AFCM>
<PFM>...</PFM>
<OPM>...</OPM>
<ALM>...</ALM>
<Ground>...</Ground>
<ARPM>...</ARPM>
</bada40:ACM>
Figure 2.1: A320-232 performance data as XML
To parse the desired data from XML file, pugixml XML processing library written in C++
[16] will be used. The main idea enclosed in pugixml is to define elements in XML file as
xml node, and then being able to retrieve their corresponding values. In case these ele-
ments are enclosed in other ”more-general” elements, called fathers, they will be defined
as children of the bigger elements too. For instance, from Figure 2.1, the first and biggest
element of the XML file would be the file itself (called doc). Thus, aircraft engine model
is a child, named ”engine”, of the father ”aircraft”. To retrieve aircraft engine information
(IAEV2527−A5) and store it as a string, the following simple code must be written:
pugi::xml_node aircraft;
pugi::xml_document doc;
aircraft = doc.child("bada40:ACM");
%Retrieve engine data
string engine = aircraft.child("engine").child_value();
Figure 2.2: Engine information parsing from XML
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For the cases in which we want to retrieve a set of data from the same type (for instance,
all thrust or fuel coefficients) a ”loop” algorithm will be used. For the particular case of the
non-idle rating thrust coefficients, the code shown in Figure 2.4 has been written. Note
that by using first child() and next sibling() functions from pugixml, we can iterate through
all thrust coefficients under <CT > element (Figure 2.3).
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<bada40:ACM xmlns:bada40="http://www.eurocontrol.int/eec/
public/standard_page/bada40">
...
<PFM>
...
<TFM>
<CT>
<a>0</a>
<a>5.29942669196568960000</a>
<a>-14.96483741280160200000</a>
<a>13.39581802322671700000</a>
<a>0</a>
<a>0</a>
<a>0.25798337730088289000</a>
<a>-0.77222089709602537000</a>
<a>0.72166339136786484000</a>
<a>0</a>
<a>0</a>
...
</CT>
...
</TFM>
</PFM>
...
</bada40:ACM>
Figure 2.3: Non-idle rating thrust coefficients in XML
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xml_node PFM = aircraft.child("PFM");
xml_node TFM = PFM.child("TFM");
i =0;
for(xml_node CT_ =TFM.child("CT").first_child();
CT_; CT_ = CT_.next_sibling()) {
% a[] -> aircraft’s thrust coefficients vector
a[i]=atof(CT_.child_value ());
i=i+1;
}
Figure 2.4: Non-idle thrust coefficients parsing from XML
2.2. Aircraft performance functions implementation
In the previous section the main functions and algorithms used to parse aircraft perfor-
mance data in XML format have been explained. Once all data has been parsed and
stored in their corresponding formats (string, doubles, vectors ...), the main equations re-
garding aircraft performance functions can be implemented.
In order to compute the aerodynamic drag coefficient CD the functions shown in Figure
2.5 must be implemented. Once calculateCD() is called, depending on the current aircraft
configuration when simulating a trajectory, CD clean (...) or CD nonclean (...) will be called
(the former for clean configurations, the later for non-clean configurations).
double AircraftBADA4::CD_nonclean(vector <double > d_non ,
double C_L);
double AircraftBADA4::CD_clean(double M, double C_L,
double scalar , vector <double > d , double Mmax);
void AircraftBADA4::calculateCD();
%vector <double > d : drag coefficients(clean config.)
%vector <double > d_non : drag coefficients(non-clean config.)
%double C_L : lift coefficient
%double M : Mach number
%Mmax : Maximum Mach number
%scalar : scaling factor
Figure 2.5: Drag coefficient computation equations
In order to compute the fuel-flow F , the functions shown in Figure 2.6 must be imple-
mented. Two functions are defined to compute fuel flow: calculateFuelFlowidle() for idle
rating and calculateFuelFlow() for non-idle rating. C F idle (...) and C F gen (...) are called
from the previous functions to compute the corresponding fuel coefficient CF , and finally
function FuelF(..) is called to return fuel-flow F as a double.
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double AircraftBADA4::C_F_idle(vector <double > fi,double M,
double theta ,double delta);
double AircraftBADA4::C_F_gen(vector <double > f,double M,
double C_T);
double AircraftBADA4::FuelF(double delta ,double theta ,
double C_F, double a_0,double LHV,double Wref);
void AircraftBADA4::calculateFuelFlowidle ();
void AircraftBADA4::calculateFuelFlow();
%vector <double > fi : idle rating fuel coefficients
%vector <double > f : non-idle rating fuel coefficients
%double C_F : fuel coefficient
%double Wref : aircraft reference mass
%LHV : fuel lower heating value
%a_0 : speed of sound at MSL, ISA conditions
%delta : pressure ratio
%theta : temperature ratio
%M : Mach number
%C_T : thrust coefficient
Figure 2.6: Fuel-flow computation equations
In order to compute the thrust T , the functions shown in Figure 2.7 must be implemented.
Two functions are defined to compute thrust: calculateTidle() for idle rating and calcu-
lateTmax() for non-idle rating. C T idle (...) and C T normal (...) are called from the
previous functions to compute the corresponding thrust coefficient CT . In non-idle rating
case, prior to CT computation, throttle parameter δT must be computed, either by calling
delta T flat(...) when the aircraft is operating within the flat-rated area, or delta T temp(...)
in case the aircraft is operating inside the temperature-rated area.
Two additional functions have been defined, in order to compute pressure ratio δ and
temperature ratio θ, as shown in Figure 2.8.
Note that all functions mentioned above belong to the class ”AircraftBADA4”. This class
inherits all methods and attributes from a generic class Aircraft, yet it is required to add
these new functions, which are aircraft model dependent (BADA4 and BADA3 among oth-
ers), and are needed to compute the aircraft nominal trajectory in DYNAMO.
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double AircraftBADA4::C_T_idle(vector <double > ti,double M,
double delta);
double AircraftBADA4::C_T_normal(vector <double > a,double M,
double delta_T);
double AircraftBADA4::delta_T_flat(vector <double > b,double M,
double delta);
double AircraftBADA4::delta_T_temp(vector <double > c,double M,
double theta_T);
void AircraftBADA4::calculateTidle();
void AircraftBADA4::calculateTmax();
%vector <double > ti : idle rating thrust coefficients
%vector <double > a : non-idle rating thrust coefficients
%vector <double > b : flat -rated area throttle coefficients
%vector <double > c : temperature -rated area throttle
% coefficients
%delta : pressure ratio
%delta_T : throttle parameter
%theta_T: total temperature ratio
%M : Mach number
Figure 2.7: Thrust computation equations
double AircraftBADA4::calculate_delta(double pressure){
return delta = pressure /101325;
}
double AircraftBADA4::calculate_theta(double temperature){
return theta= temperature /(15+273);
}
Figure 2.8: Pressure/temperature ratio equations
CHAPTER 3. CRUISE OPTIMIZATION BY
ROOT-FINDING ALGORITHM
Management of aircraft operations in terms of optimization of the flight cost has increasing
relevance in the context of nowadays’ economical and environmental aspects of ATM. For
that reason, the current chapter aims at explaining the criteria which will be used to opti-
mize the cruise phase of a flight, using a root-finding algorithm, focusing on the process
of dimensionality reduction to easily compute the optimum cruise speed, called economic
Mach number (MECON), and the use of Spline interpolation to obtain the optimum Mach
for specific values of input parameters.
3.1. BADA optimization and OPT files
BADA presents several criteria which are commonly used to optimize the cruise phase
of a flight depending on the aircraft weight W , cruise geopotential pressure altitude Hp
and atmospheric conditions including wind Ws and temperature deviation ∆T from the
International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) conditions [3]. For instance:
• Maximum Range Cruise (MRC) optimization, which aims at finding the maximum
flight range for given values of weight and atmospheric conditions, usually at con-
stant Hp, and thus, equivalent to finding the maximum specific range SR [NM/kg],
which can be expressed as:
SR=− ds
dm
=
s˙
FF
(3.1)
where r is the flown ground distance [NM]. Note that ground speed can be expressed
in terms of True airspeed (TAS) and wind (considering just the longitudinal compo-
nent), as follows:
s˙= v+Ws (3.2)
By fixing the values of W,Hp,∆T and Ws, both ground-speed s˙ and fuel-flow FF
can be written as functions of Mach number (see Eq. 1.4 and Eq. 1.22 in pre-
vious chapters). Thus, specific range becomes a one-variable-dependent function
(SR = f (M)), where the maximum range Mach number Mmrc is the solution of the
optimization problem (by means of root-finding):
dSR
dM
(
Mmrc
)
= 0; SRmax = SR(Mmrc) (3.3)
• Long Range Cruise (LRC) optimization, which aims at finding a long range Mach
number Mlrc which reduces significantly flight time at the expense of a relatively
small increase in the fuel consumption, in comparison to the Mmrc. The specific
range of the LRC corresponds to 99% of the specific range of the MRC, for the given
W , Hp, ∆T and Ws:
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0.99 ·SR(Mmrc) = SR(Mlrc),Mlrc >Mmrc (3.4)
None of the previous optimization criteria will be used in this project. Instead, the Cost
Management optimization method will be applied, which aims at minimizing the total flight
cost Ct (also called direct operating cost):
Ct =C f x+C f∆m+Ch∆t (3.5)
Ct =C f x+C f
(
∆m+∆t
Ch
C f
)
(3.6)
where C f x is the fixed cost [C], C f the fuel-related cost [C/kg], Ch the time-related cost
[C/min], ∆m the fuel consumed [kg] and ∆t the period of time [min].
As typically neither C f x nor C f change during a flight, the minimization of the flight cost
can be done by the optimization of the cost index CI [kg/min], which is defined as the ratio
between time and fuel related costs:
CI =
Ch
C f
(3.7)
The idea enclosed in CI is to achieve a minimum flight operating cost by making a trade-off
between operating costs (flight time and fuel consumption). The range of CI values usually
goes from 0 kg/min when fuel-related costs are bigger than time-related ones, and thus
minimum fuel consumption is desired, to 99 or 999 kg/min (depending on the manufacturer)
when time-related costs are higher than fuel-related ones, and thus minimum flight time
is desired. For instance, an intermediate value of CI = 30, means 30 kg of fuel have the
same cost of 1 minute of flight.
For the optimization task, the value of CI is predefined. Thus, the minimum flight cost will
be achieved by adopting an operational speed that properly proportions both fuel and time
related costs. In cruise phase, the optimum speed that minimizes the total cost of the
phase is called economic Mach number MECON , and can be computed for given values of
CI, aircraft weight W , cruise geopotential altitude Hp, temperature deviation ∆T from ISA
and wind speed Ws.
On the other hand, as BADA proposes, the minimization of the total cost can be reduced
to the minimization of the economy cruise cost function (ECCF), which solution is the
economic Mach number MECON :
ECCF =
Cv
C f∆r
=
CI+F
s˙
(3.8)
Then, the procedure proposed by BADA to determine MECON is the following:
1. For given values ofCI,W , Hp and ∆T , find a range of Mach numbers, M′, such that:
M′=
{
Mi ∈ (0,Mmo], dECCFdM (Mi)= 0}, whereMmo is the maximum operating Mach
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number. Note that the process here mentioned corresponds to a root-finding algo-
rithm, as it tries to find values x such that for a generic function f (x) , its values at
these x points equals to 0 ( f
(
x
)
= 0). In this case, f
(
x
)
= dECCFdM
(
Mi
)
2. Then find the Mach number Mk such that:
ECCF
(
Mk
)
= min
{
ECCF
(
Mi
)|Mi ∈M′}.
The obtained Mach number is the economic Mach number, MECON =Mk.
Besides, BADA 4 includes the Optimized Performance Tables (OPT), ASCII files which
contain tables of pre-computed optimum flight parameters at various flight conditions (al-
ways considering calm wind). ECON.opt contains some precomputed MECON values from
the optimization process previously described, as shown in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Economy cruise OPT file
Note that several input parameters are combined for dimensionality reduction: pressure
altitude and aircraft weight are combined in the weight coefficient CW [-] as follows:
CW =W ·δ−1 ·W−1MTOW (3.9)
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where W and WMTOW are aircraft weight and weight at aircraft maximum take-off mass
[N].
On the other hand, pressure altitude and cost index are combined in the cost index coeffi-
cient CCI [-] as follows:
CCI =CI ·LHV ·δ−1 ·W−1MTOW ·a−1 (3.10)
where WMTOW is the weight at aircraft maximum take-off mass [N], δ is the pressure ratio
[-], CI the cost index [kg/s], LHV the fuel lower hearing value [m2/s2] and a the speed of
sound [m/s].
Finally, MECON can be obtained from the table in Figure 3.1 , for given values of CW and
CCI .
3.2. Longitudinal wind consideration
OPT tables shown in previous section makes it easier for the user to obtain, without any
computation, the value of the economic Mach number MECON for given values of CW and
CCI . However, ISA atmosphere and calm wind conditions have been assumed for the
computation of the tables, thus making the results inappropriate for a realistic simulation
of optimal trajectories. In order to take non-standard atmospheric conditions and wind into
account : by recalling that MECON ensures that the economy cruise cost function ECCF is
minimized, and rewriting the expression of ECCF:
ECCF =
Cv
C f∆r
=
CI+FF
s˙
(3.11)
Rewriting the expression from above in differential form, between distances s0 and si (for
instance, departure and arrival airports):
Cv
C f∆s
=
CI+FF
s˙
(3.12)
Cv =C f
CI+FF
s˙
∆s (3.13)
Cv =
∫ s f
s0
C f
CI+FF
s˙
ds (3.14)
Note that Eq. 3.14 is a particular case of the optimal control problem cost function J
described in Chapter 1 , section 1.2. (Eq. 1.33), applied just to the phase of cruise (getting
rid of the summatory in Eq.1.33 ), by introducing the change of variable : ds= v ·dt (taking
range as the independent variable, and not time), and modifying thus the integral limits.
By introducing equations 3.10 and 1.22 in 3.14, the following expression for the cost is
obtained:
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Cv =
∫ s f
s0
C f
CCI ·L−1HV ·δ ·WMTOW ·a+δ ·θ
1
2 ·WMTOW ·a0 ·L−1HV ·CF
s˙
ds (3.15)
On the other hand, the ground speed s˙ may be defined as the sum of the projection of the
aircraft airspeed v and wind speed Ws over the aircraft path as follows:
s˙= vcos(χTAS−χ)+Ws cos(χWIND−χ) (3.16)
where χTAS is the aerodynamic heading [rad], χWIND the wind direction [rad] and χ the
ground track angle [rad].
Finally recalling that Mach number can be expressed as : M = v/a, and a the speed of
sound, which can be expressed as : a= a0 ·θ 12 :
Cv =
∫ s f
s0
C f
CCI ·L−1HV ·δ ·WMTOW ·a0 ·θ
1
2 +δ ·θ 12 ·WMTOW ·a0 ·L−1HV ·CF
vcos(χTAS−χ)+Ws cos(χWIND−χ) ds (3.17)
Cv =
∫ s f
s0
C f
g0 ·mMTOW ·δ
LHV
· CCI+CF
M cos(χTAS−χ)+MWIND cos(χWIND−χ)ds (3.18)
Taking into account that the fuel coefficient CF depends on Mach number and thrust coef-
ficient CT , which at the same time depends on Mach and weight coefficient CW :
Cv =
∫ s f
s0
C f
g0 ·mMTOW ·δ
LHV
· CCI+CF
(
M,CT
(
M,CW
))
M cos(χTAS−χ)+MWIND cos(χWIND−χ)ds (3.19)
Besides, it is assumed that the wind intensity and its angle with respect to the aircraft path
are constant along the trajectory, thus not depending of aircraft weight coefficientCw. Thus
we can reduce the integral problem to:
d f
dM
[
CW ,M
(
CW
)
,CCI,MWIND, |χWIND−χ|
]
= 0→MECON
(
CW ,CCI,MWIND, |χWIND−χ|
)
(3.20)
The optimization process would then be as follows: all input would be computed at any
time, to find the optimum Mach value which minimizes the flight costs. In real cases, those
parameters would be computed by means of sensors measurements (pressure, tempera-
ture, fuel load, speed, etc.), and later introduced in aircraft’s Flight Management System
(FMS) system in order to continuously compute MECON . On the other hand, for the opti-
mization process in our project, just head/tail winds will be considered (|χWIND−χ|= 0).
We have seen how the initial OCP has been turned into a simple root-finding problem
( d fdM = 0), where the solution is the economic Mach number MECON which minimizes cruise
flight cost, and which depends of three independent variables, CW , CCI and MWIND.
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3.3. Splines and interpolation
In the previous section the process to obtain the economic Mach number for the cruise
phase MECON as a function of weight coefficientCW , cost index coefficientCCI , wind Mach
number MWIND and the absolute value between the wind bearing and the aircraft bearing
|χWIND−χ| has been explained. The range for which the computations have been made
is listed later in Chapter 5.
Thus, the results of MECON for all combinations of input parameters are stored in a matrix
M
[
i, j,k], where i dimension contains CW values, j dimension contains CCI values and k
dimension contains MWIND values.
On the other hand, for optimal trajectories simulations, it is required to be able to obtain
the economic Mach number for any combination of the input parameters, and not just the
ones used to generate the table. For that reason, splines interpolation will be used.
As a quick approach, splines are numeric functions which are piecewise-defined (defined
by multiple-sub-functions, each of them applying to a certain interval of the main function’s
domain) by continous and differentiable functions such as polynomials. Regarding interpo-
lation problems, it is often preferred spline interpolation over polynomial interpolation, as
the error made when evaluating a certain data point can be made small even when using
low degree polynomials for the spline. On the other hand, cubic splines are often used,
which are constructed of piecewise third-order polynomials.
The use of splines and its interpolation has been made through Einspline [17], a C++
library for the creation and evaluation of interpolating splines. As shown in Figure 3.2,
after creating a function create spline 3d npz ( file.npz ), whose only input is the binary
NPZ file in which matrix M
[
i, j,k]11∗11∗11,CW values,CCI values and MWIND values where
stored, the object returned is a 3D spline of class NUBspline 3d d. Then the spline is
evaluated, by using function eval spline 3d d (...), whose input values are the given spline,
and the values of CCI , CW and MWIND at which MECON wants to be computed (CW = 3,
CCI = 0 and MWIND = 0.02 in this particular case). The result is stored in a double f and,
in case one of the input parameters exceed spline boundaries, a message is shown.
NUBspline_3d_d * spline =
create_spline_3d_npz("./ECON_CRZ_MACH.npz");
double f;
bool b = eval_spline_3d(spline , 3, 0, 0.02, &f);
if (b){cout << f << endl;}
else {cout << "x, y or z values are outside spline"
<< endl;}
Figure 3.2: MECON evaluation by means of Spline interpolation
CHAPTER 4. CLIMB AND DESCENT
OPTIMIZATION BY NLP
Likewise cruise phase of the flight, the management of aircraft operations in climb and
descent, regarding optimization of the flight cost, has an increasingly important role in to-
day’s economical and environmental aspects of ATM. Thus, this chapter aims at explaining
the criteria and methods used for the optimization of climb and descent phases of a flight,
by means of non-linear programming (NLP), making emphasis on the NLP solver and the
equations behind it, and the use of polynomial approximations later used to interpolate and
obtain the optimum Mach and CAS speed for specific values of input parameters.
4.1. Cost Index Climb/Descent Management
As seen in previous chapter, the criteria chosen for cruise optimization was based on flight
cost management, which involved finding an economic Mach number that minimized the
total cost of the phase.
For climb phase, the method of optimization, called ”CI climb management”, consists of
the determination of an optimum climb speed schedule, composed of economic climb cal-
ibrated airspeed CASECON,climb and economic climb Mach MECON,climb. This flight speed
schedule minimizes the total cost of the climb phase for given values of: cost index CI,
aircraft weightW at the end of climb acceleration phase, cruise geopotential altitude hp,CR
and atmospheric conditions (temperature deviation and wind speed) at the end of con-
stant Mach climb phase (or top of climb TOC). Besides, the optimization is performed over
a specified distance or range, which includes the climb phase to a certain cruise altitude
and an economy cruise phase from top of climb to the specified range (set to 400NM in
this project). MECON (cruise) and MECON,climb (climb) are assumed to be the same at the
specified cruise altitude hp,CR.
Thus, the procedure proposed by BADA to determine MECON,climb and CASECON,climb is
the following:
1. Definition of three climb segments (named after their respective speedsCAS1,CAS2
and M) and one economy cruise segment (at constant Mach M) across a certain
range, for instance 400NM.
Due to the 250kt calibrated air-speed restriction below FL100 (imposed by ATC),
the climb speed schedule is typically 250kt/CASECON,climb/MECON,climb, having a
constant CAS phase below FL100 at 250kt, then a constant CAS phase at economic
calibrated-airspeedCASECON,climb until transition with MECON,climb at the cross-over
altitude.
2. Definition of the total cost function as :
totalcost = cost(250kt)+ cost(CASECON,climb)+ cost climb
(
MECON,climb
)
+
cost cruise
(
MECON,climb
)
. Note that cost function can be defined as : cost =CI∆t+
∆m [kg], being ∆t and ∆m the time spent and fuel consumed in the segment for a
given pair of CAS/M.
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3. Determination of MECON,climb and CASECON,climb such that the minimization of total
cost function is achieved.
For the descent, the optimization procedure is almost the same. ”CI descent manage-
ment”, consists of the determination of an optimum descent speed schedule, composed of
economic descent calibrated airspeed CASECON,desc and economic descent Mach
MECON,desc. This flight speed schedule minimizes the total cost of the descent phase for
given values of: cost index CI, aircraft weight W just at the end of constant CAS descent
phase, cruise geopotential altitude hp,CR and atmospheric conditions at the begging of de-
scent phase (top of descent TOD). Besides, the optimization is performed over a specified
distance or range, which includes an economy cruise phase up to top of descent, and
the descent phase from TOD to the end of the specified range (arrival airport). MECON
(cruise) and MECON,desc (descent) are assumed to be the same at the specified cruise
altitude hp,CR.
Thus, the procedure to determine MECON,desc and CASECON,desc is the same as in climb,
now defining three descent (not climb) segments, at MECON,climb,CASECON,desc and finally
250kt below FL100, such that cost function described in climb optimization is minimized.
It is important to note that climb/descent cost function described herein is equivalent to
the cost function J described in Chapter 1, as the fuel consumed during climb/descent
for a pair of CAS/M (∆m) is equivalent to the correspondent fuel-flow. Then, the pairs
MECON,climb/CASECON,climb and MECON,descent /CASECON,descent are obtained by solving
the optimal control problem stated in Chapter 1, by means of direct collocation method,
which transforms the original problem into a NLP optimization problem stated generally
as:
minimize f (x)
subject to g(x)≤ 0 (4.1)
being f (x) and g(x) the cost function J and the constraints set for state and control vari-
ables (see Chapter 1 for more detailed explanation of cost function and problem con-
straints). NLP problem is solved, as explained in previous chapters, by using CasADi tool
and its non-linear programming solver IPOPT.
CHAPTER 5. RESULTS
Throughout this section, the results obtained along this project, regarding aircraft clus-
tering, computation of economic Mach in cruise MECON and computation of economic
calibrated airspeed and Mach for climb and descent phases of a flight will be exposed.
5.1. Clustering results
Prior to the implementation of Elbow’s method and K-means clustering, the data to be
clustered must be well defined.
We will count on 61 turbo-jet aircraft, and their respective performance data-sheets, ob-
tained from BADA 4. On the other hand, to perform a more realistic clustering process,
data instances (aircraft) will be composed of several specific variables of each object. As
parameters defining each aircraft, the following ones have been chosen:
• Maximum take-Off weight (MTOW), expressed in kilograms
• Maximum pay-load weight (MPL), expressed in kilograms
• Maximum operating limit speed (VMO), expressed in knots
• Maximum operating limit speed (MMO), expressed in Mach number
• Projected wing surface (S), expressed in square-meters
• Wingspan (b), expressed in meters
• Length (l), expressed in meters
Thus, we obtain a data instance which depends on all of previous parameters:
Aircra f t = f (MTOW,MPL,VMO,MMO,S,b, l) (5.1)
The selection of the previous parameters has been made taken into account that they di-
rectly affect other important aircraft performance parameters, such as lift/drag coefficients
or wake turbulence, and thus will make a difference when it comes to compute climb,
cruise and descent optimal values (Economical CAS and Mach). Even though the se-
lection criteria fairly fulfills our clustering process, other parameters, such as fuel,drag or
thrust coefficients could be used directly for other clustering purposes in future work.
Another step to take before determining the number of clusters (K ) with Elbow’s method, is
to re-scale the data enclosed in a certain aircraft. As K-means and Elbow’s method involve
the computation of the SSE (Eq.1.37), having properties with very different orders of mag-
nitude would lead us to ”un-scaled” distances to centroids, having the bigger magnitudes
a much bigger impact on distances calculation. To give, a priori, an equal importance to all
variables defining an aircraft in the clustering process, a scaling, like the one shown shown
in Eq. 5.2 for MTOW, will be performed (similarly for the 6 other parameters enclosed in
an aircraft):
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MTOWscal =
MTOW −MTOWmin
MTOWmax−MTOWmin (5.2)
where MTOWscal is the new scaled MTOW of a certain aircraft, MTOWmax and MTOWmin
the maximum and minimum MTOWs from the list of 61 aircraft.
Finally, once all the data parameters have been re-scaled. making each of them have
values between 0 and 1, we want to add a different weight factor to each of them. Thus,
the same importance will not be attached to all parameters, simply by multiplying each
column of the matrix M61x7 (61 rows,one for each aircraft; 7 columns, one for each aircraft
parameter) by a factor C (C1 = c17 ,C2 =
c2
7 , ...,C7 =
c7
7 ), with the constraint:
c1+ c2+ ...+ c7 = 1 (5.3)
More importance is given to parameters regarding weight and maximum operating speeds,
as they will be constraining parameters when computing optimization tables; aircraft’s wing
surface area will be attached the third biggest weight-factor as to be an important param-
eter when computing aerodynamic forces; finally the lowest weight factor is attached to
both wingspan and aircraft’s length, which are not used during the trajectory optimization
process. Final weight coefficients are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Weight coefficients
Coefficient Value
c1 2.5
c2 2
c3 0.8
c4 0.8
c5 0.6
c6 0.15
c7 0.15
Now that data is re-rescaled and has been given different weight-factors, Elbow’s method
can be implemented (in Python programming language, like done in this case). The El-
bow’s plot representing the total sum of-square errors (SSE) for different number of clusters
(Figure 5.1), shows a quite smooth plot , thus, an elbow is not clearly noticeable. However,
we can assure that for K = 10 the total sum of squares has been reduced a 98.9%, from
0.556 (K = 1) to 0.006 (K = 10), being then 10 a fair number of clusters to set at K-means
clustering process.
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Figure 5.1: Elbow’s method implementation
After having chosen 10 as the optimal number of clusters, K-means can be implemented,
again in Python programming language, making use of Kmeans tool from Sklearn.cluster
library. Results of clustering process are collected in Tables 5.2-5.4: first one shows each
aircraft and the cluster to which it has been assigned (as well as the total aircraft per
cluster), second one shows the square Euclidean distance of each aircraft to its cluster
centroid, and the last one shows the closest aircraft to each cluster centroid.
Note that in Table Table 5.3, square distances have been truncated to the fifth decimal. On
the other hand, some aircraft within the same cluster are equally distant from their centroid
(for instance, in cluster number 4, aircraft models A310-324, A310-204): that means their
properties with which the clustering process was made (MTOW,MPL,VMO,MMO,S,b, l)
are the same. In cases where more than one aircraft is closest to the centroid, any of them
could be chosen as ”closest aircraft to centroid”. This fact is shown in cluster number 3,
where A380-841 is selected as the most representative aircraft of its cluster, but A380-861
could have been chosen too. Moreover, in this particular case, distance from aircraft to
centroids is computed as 0.0, meaning that these aircraft are the centroid themselves.
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Table 5.2: Clustering results
Cluster ”tag” Aircraft models in cluster
Number of
aircrafts within
cluster
0
A320-232, MD808221,
B73423, B712HGW21,
A320-214, A320-231,
A319-131, B739ERW26,
B73518, B738W26, B73215,
B737W24, A318-112,
B73622, A321-131,
A320-212, A319-114,
B73320, A321-111,
MD808120, MD808321,
MD808720, MD808821
23
1
B744ERGE, B748F, B744GE,
B743PW, B742RR
5
2
A330-243, A330-301,
A330-203, A330-321,
A330-341, B788RR,
A330-223
7
3 A380-841, A380-861 2
4
B763PW60, B752WRR40,
B762GE50, A310-222’,
A310-324, A310-204,
B753RR, A310-322
8
5
A340-642, B773ERGE115B,
A340-541, B772LR
4
6 A300B4-608ST 1
7
A340-313, 340-213,
B773RR92, B772RR92
4
8
B764ER, B762ERPW56,
B763ERGE61
3
9
A310-308, A300B4-601,
A300B4-622, A300B4-203
4
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After obtaining these results, optimization tables could be performed for just the aircraft
closer to their relative cluster centroids, and results would be fairly similar than if computa-
tions were made for the list of 61 aircraft. On the other hand, other clustering techniques
(such as K-medoids) and re-scaling methods (with other aircraft parameters) could be per-
formed in order to split aircraft in a higher or distinct number of clusters, and thus having
aircraft families like A318, A319, A320, A321 in different clusters.
Table 5.3: Square Euclidean distance to centroids
Cluster ”tag” Aircraft model and distance
0
(0.00931, ’A320-232’) (0.00696, ’MD808221’)
(0.00686, ’B73423’) (0.01260, ’B712HGW21’)
(0.00894, ’A320-214’) (0.00894, ’A320-231’)
(0.00794, ’A319-131’) (0.01203, ’B739ERW26’)
(0.01005, ’B73518’) (0.00855, ’B738W26’)
(0.01828, ’B73215’) (0.00644, ’B737W24’)
(0.00844, ’A318-112’) (0.00758, ’B73622’)
(0.01201, ’A321-131’) (0.00894, ’A320-212’)
(0.00794, ’A319-114’) (0.00942, ’B73320’)
(0.01201, ’A321-111’) (0.00824, ’MD808120’)
(0.00689, ’MD808321’) (0.00618, ’MD808720’)
(0.006969, ’MD808821’)
1
(0.01199, ’B744ERGE’) (0.03134, ’B748F’)
(0.00869, ’B744GE’) (0.01988, ’B743PW’)
(0.02321, ’B742RR’)
2
(0.00720, ’A330-243’) (0.00882, ’A330-301’)
(0.00883, ’A330-203’) (0.00882, ’A330-321’)
(0.00882, ’A330-341’) (0.02942, ’B788RR’)
(0.00720, ’A330-223’)
3 (0.0, ’A380-841’) (0.0, ’A380-861’)
4
(0.01604, ’B763PW60’) (0.02197, ’B752WRR40’)
(0.01006, ’B762GE50’) (0.00558, ’A310-222’)
(0.00816, ’A310-324’) (0.00816, ’A310-204’)
(0.01785, ’B753RR’) (0.00816, ’A310-322’)
5
(0.01324, ’A340-642’) (0.01309, ’B773ERGE115B’)
(0.00832, ’A340-541’) (0.01101, ’B772LR’)
6 (0.0, ’A300B4-608ST’)
7
0.01405, ’A340-313’) (0.01429, ’A340-213’)
(0.02051, ’B773RR92’) (0.00903, ’B772RR92’)
8
(0.01024, ’B764ER’) (0.00812, ’B762ERPW56’)
(0.00227, ’B763ERGE61’)
9
(0.00918, ’A310-308’) (0.00620, ’A300B4-601’)
(0.00641, ’A300B4-622’) (0.00912, ’A300B4-203’)
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Table 5.4: Closest aircrafts to centroids
Cluster ”tag”
Closest aircraft to cluster’s
centroid
0 MD808720
1 B744GE
2 A330-243
3 A380-841
4 A310-222
5 A340-541
6 A300B4-608ST
7 B772RR92
8 B763ERGE61
9 A300B4-601
5.2. Cruise optimization
After implementing the cruise optimization process described in Chapter 3, optimum Mach
MECON (MECON = f
(
CCI,CW ,MWIND
)
)has been obtained for the following range of input
values:
• CCI ∈
[
0,CCI,max
]
, where CCI,max is computed as the correspondent cost index co-
efficient at maximum CI (99), δ and θ at aircraft maximum operation height hmo.
Eleven steps are proposed from 0 to CCI,max
• CW ∈
[
CW,Min,CW,max
]
, where CW,Min is the correspondent weight coefficient com-
puted at aircraft operating empty weight OEW and δ at the minimum cruise altitude
(assumed 20.000 ft) ; whereas and CW,max is the correspondent weight coefficient
computed at aircraft maximum take-off weight WMTOW and at aircraft maximum op-
eration height hmo . Eleven steps are proposed from CW,Min to CW,max.
• MWIND ∈
[
MWIND,min,MWIND,max
]
, where MWIND,max is computed as the corre-
spondent wind Mach number at maximum wind speed VWIND,max (120 kt) and θ at
the minimum altitude (assumed 20.000 ft) ; whereas MWIND,min is computed as the
correspondent wind Mach number at minimum wind speed VWIND,min (-120 kt) and
θ at the minimum altitude (assumed 20.000 ft). Eleven steps are proposed from
MWIND,max to MWIND,min.
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Figure 5.2: MECON values
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Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show, for three specific values of wind Mach number Mw (from left to
right: -0.21, corresponding to 120 kt of head-wind; 0, wind calm; 0.21, corresponding to
120 kt of tail-wind), the corresponding values of economic Mach number M [y-axis] for the
different values of weight coefficient CW [x-axis] and cost index coefficient CCI (in plots,
lines of different colour mean lines of different constantCCI). Sub-figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b)
in Figure 5.2 contain the results for aircraft models A320−232 and A340−541, whereas
Figure 5.3 contains the results for the aircraft model A380−841.
Focusing on results obtained for A320− 232, in calm wind subplot (center), it is easy to
observe that, fixing weight coefficient , the higher the cost index coefficient (which means
basically a higher cost index), the more importance is given to the flight time reduction, and
thus, a higher economic Mach is observed. Conversely, the lower the cost index coefficient
CCI , the higher is the fuel cost, and thus the lower economic Mach is obtained (prioritizing
fuel consumption rather than flight time).
Fixing a cost index coefficient (blue line for instance, which represents CCI = 0), the lower
the weight coefficient the lower the economic Mach number, while for higher weight co-
efficients (which means more weight) the higher the computed Mach number needs to
be. Throughout a cruise, considering a constantCCI , as the weight continuously decrease
(because of fuel burnt) the economic Mach number will also decrease.
On the other hand, it can be easily seen that for any cost index coefficients, at high weight
coefficients (around 5 in case of the A320−232 plot), that is, aircraft weight close to aircraft
maximum take-off weight, the economic Mach converges to a certain value (around 0.78
for A320−232 with calm wind).
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Figure 5.3: A380-841 MECON values
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Comparing, for a fixed weight coefficient and fixed cost index coefficient (for instance 2
and 0 respectively, for A320−232), the resulting economic Mach with different winds, it is
easy to notice that the greater the head-wind component, the higher the optimum Mach,
whereas the tail-wind component, which helps aircraft in terms of specific range (see Eq.
3.1), makes the computed economic Mach to be lower. For the particular case, optimum
Mach numbers, for 120kt head-wind / wind calm / 120 kt tail wind , atCCI = 0 andCW = 2,
are around 0.65, 0.57 and 0.51 respectively.
Finally, even though the behavior is more or less the same for the three aircraft models
presented herein, it can be observed that for heavier aircraft like A340−541 and A380−
841, if weight coefficient is fixed, equal changes in cost index coefficient lead to more
equal economic Mach numbers, compared to A320− 232. Another fact to be pointed is
that in case of A320− 232, for high cost index coefficients, the economic Mach number
decreases when increasing weight coefficient (not in the other aircraft models shown).
5.3. Climb/Descent optimization
After implementing the climb and descent optimization processes described in Chap-
ter 4, the pair of economic Mach MECON and economic calibrated airspeed CASECON
(MECON /CASECON = f
(
∆T,Ws,hp,m,CI
)
) have been obtained for the following range of
input values:
• ∆T ∈ [− 20,20]K. Five steps are selected from a temperature deviation of -20K
(current atmosphere 20K colder than ISA atmosphere) to a temperature deviation
of 20K (current atmosphere 20K hotter than ISA atmosphere), going through ±10
and 0 K.
• Ws ∈
[− 120,120]kt. Seven steps are selected from a head wind of 120 kt (Ws =
−120kt) to a tail wind of 120 kt Ws =−120kt, going through ±80,±40 and 0 kt.
• hp ∈
[
hp,min,hp,max
]
f t. Steps of 1000 ft are selected from a pressure altitude hp,min
of 30.000 ft (climb) and of 32.000 ft (descent) to a maximum pressure altitude hp,max
corresponding to aircraft’s maximum operational height hmo.
• m ∈ [mmin,mmax]kg. Eight steps are selected from a minimum aircraft mass mmin
which is assumed as aircraft’s operating empty weight (OEW) plus half of maximum
allowed payload mass (MPL) (mmin=OEW+0.5 ·MPL), to a maximum mass which
corresponds either to aircraft’s maximum take-off weight (MTOW) in climb, and to
aircraft’s maximum landing weight (MLW) in descent.
• CI ∈ [0,100]. Six steps are selected from a minimum cost index of 0 (minimiz-
ing fuel-related costs) to a cost index of 100 (minimizing time-related costs), going
through 20, 40, 60 and 80.
In order to easily represent the economic values of CAS and Mach for climb and de-
scent phases, and well as to see their behavior with respect to the five independent vari-
ables, TWO of these will be set to fixed values. For instance, to represent A320-232’s
CASECON /MECON plots for climb and descent (Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively), temper-
ature deviation ∆T has been set to 0 K, and a cost index CI of 20 has been chosen.
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Focusing at Figure 5.4, sub-figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(c) show the dependency of CASECON
and MECON [y-axis] on aircraft’s mass [x-axis] and flight altitudes, which are represented
with different colors. According to this figure, for a certain mass, the higher the altitude (and
thus lower temperature, in the troposphere), the lower the economic calibrated-airspeed
and the higher the Mach number (which is inversely proportional to temperature). On the
other hand, for a fixed flight altitude, both CASECON and MECON increase with increasing
aircraft’s weight. By comparing sub-figures 5.4(b) and 5.4(d) to the later ones described,
similar results are obtained, but noticing a decrease of economic CAS and Mach values
with respect to the same data points due to the effect of tail-wind.
It is vital to note that for a given sub-figure, different altitudes lead to a different number
of data points. For instance, in sub-figure 5.4(d), for an altitude of 32000 ft , 8 points of
data are represented, whereas for an altitude of 40000 ft just 4 points of data are available:
the other four remaining points correspond to simulations which did not succeed, that is,
feasible values of economic Mach were not found.
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Figure 5.4: CASECON /MECON values for climb, A320-232
Focusing now on the results obtained for the descent phase (5.5) it can be observed that,
for a certain mass, the higher the altitude , the lower the economic calibrated-airspeed
and the higher the Mach number, as in climb phase. However, for a fixed flight, altitude,
different masses lead to almost identicalCASECON and MECON values. By comparing sub-
figures 5.5(b) and 5.5(d) to 5.5(a) and 5.5(c), similar results are obtained, but noticing a
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decrease of economic CAS and Mach values with respect to the same data points, as in
climb phase.
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Figure 5.5: CASECON /MECON values for descent, A320-232
Once the behavior of the economic pair CASECON /MECON has been studied, it is crucial
to check whether the evaluation method proposed for climb/descent phases is accurate
enough. As explained in Chapter 4, computation of CASECON /MECON for given values of
∆T,Ws,hp,m,CI will be made through the use of polynomial approximations, mainly by
using polyfitn function of Matlab. Once the polynomials have been created for all aircraft
defining their clusters, the difference between CASECON /MECON computed from optimal-
control problem and CASECON /MECON computed from the polynomial approximation is
studied. Figure 5.6 depicts the value of the computed CASECON /MECON (from optimal
control) for certain input values, and computation ofCASECON /MECON by using polynomial
approximation (”estimated” in plots, [y-axis]), for the same input data.
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Figure 5.6: Polynomial evaluation for climb and descent, A320-232
In the particular case of the aircraft model A320-232, for climb phase (Figure 5.6, Sub-
figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b)) a fair polynomial approximation can be observed, as the major-
ity of evaluations lead to almost the same results if comparing computed and estimated
CAS/Mach values. Some regions with a greater difference between the computed and the
estimated economic values can be observed: a region above the polynomial curve at low
CAS/Mach values, where the difference between computed and estimated values may be
as high as 90 knots (CAS) and 0.2 (Mach), and a region below the polynomial curve at
high values of CAS/Mach where the difference between computed and estimated values
may be as high as 72 knots (CAS) and 0.11 (Mach). First region is observed to correspond
to simulations with a temperature deviation ∆T of −20 K, whereas in the second one, all
simulations were done just after unsuccessful ones (the ones not finding feasible values).
Last case can be explained as, when solving the OCP by means of NLP for certain val-
ues of ∆T,Ws,hp,m and CI, the solution found (value of aircraft state variables collected
in x(t)) is used as a ”guess” or initial point to solve the OCP for the next combination of
∆T,Ws,hp,m and CI. Thus, not finding a feasible solution when solving the optimization
problem, will likely lead to an inaccurate later OCP solution.
Using these polynomials approximations for simulations would mean committing errors
which would lead us to inaccurate and unrealistic results. However, taking into account
that the points with a high difference between computed and estimated economic values
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are cause of errors in the simulations themselves, the polynomial approximations can be
taken as a fair and accurate method to quickly computeCASECON /MECON for climb phase.
Similar results are obtained for the descent phase (Figure 5.6, Sub-figures 5.6(c) and
5.6(d)), yet in this case the difference between computed and estimated economic CAS/-
Mach is lower than in the climb case. On the other hand, it is important to remark that a 3rd
order polynomial approximation has been assumed for CASECON (both in climb and de-
scent), whereas for MECON , a 4th order polynomial has been used instead. In the former
case, a polynomial with 56 terms is produced, whereas the later one produces a poly-
nomial with 126 terms. Besides, for lower polynomial orders than the ones used, more
inaccurate results are obtained, while higher polynomial orders produces over-fitting, in-
creasing the complexity of the polynomial yet not improving the evaluation results.
Finally, as in Cruise optimization results, figures show the polynomial evaluation results for
both climb and descent phases, for aircraft models A340-541 and A380-841. By looking
at Figure 5.7 (A340-541), we can easily observe a better polynomial approximation for
economic Mach (Sub-figures 5.7(c) and 5.7(d)), whereas for CASECON a high difference
between evaluated and computed CAS values can be appreciated at some points of data
(in climb, at values of CAS close to aircraft’s VMO). Regarding A380-841’s results, a fair
accurate polynomial approximation is achieved but for economic CAS in descent phase
(Sub-figure 5.8(b)), where a difference up to 15 kt between evaluated and computed CAS
is found.
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Figure 5.7: Polynomial evaluation for climb and descent, A340-541
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Figure 5.8: Polynomial evaluation for climb and descent, A380-841
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5.4. Illustrative examples of trajectories
Once the economic values of calibrated airspeed and Mach number are computed, tra-
jectory simulations will be performed for the list of aircraft clusters. By using the in-house
trajectory optimizer, a total of 90 trajectories will be simulated, for different values of cost
index CI and flight distances: CI = 0,40,99 in order to see the effects of minimizing fuel
(CI = 0) or time (CI = 99) costs, or doing a trade-off between them (CI = 40); regarding
flight distances (from departure to destination airports), values of 2500 NM (long-haul),
1500 NM (medium-haul) and 500 NM (short-haul) will be chosen.
In order to cover the major variety of aircraft performances, several information from the
shortest flights (that is, minimum flight distance and maximum cost index) and the longest
ones (that is, maximum flight distance and minimum cost index) is collected in Figures
5.9 and 5.10. Focusing on Figure 5.9 - Sub-figure 5.9(a), it is easy to notice that for the
shortest flights, the flight time for all aircraft (centroids of their respective clusters) is about
1h 12min, whereas for the longest flights, differences in aircraft performances become
more noticeable, resulting in a wider gap of flight times (between 5h 28min for B744GE
and 6h16 min for A300B4-608ST). In a similar way, Sub-figure 5.9(b) depicts a bigger
difference between clusters regarding the total fuel burnt in the longest flights than in the
shortest ones, being the A380-841 the aircraft which burns more fuel, about 12 tones in its
shortest flight, and 57 tones in its longest flight.
As expected, Sub-figure 5.9(c) shows , for eight of the ten clusters, a higher economic
Mach number for shortest flights (due to high cost index value, which tries to minimize
time-related costs).
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Figure 5.9: Shortest and longest flights comparison (I)
Focusing now on Figure 5.10, which depicts economic CAS and Mach values for both
phases of climb and descent, a higher value of both parameters can be observed for the
shortest flights (in the majority of clusters), due to the high value of cost index. Moreover,
whereas all clusters have similar values of economic CAS in the 500NM flight, a wider
range of values is found in the 2500NM one. Note that regarding Mach number, some
aircraft models present the same (or very similar) value, regardless of cost index and flight
distance.
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Figure 5.10: Shortest and longest flights comparison (II)
Having seen the difference in flight parameters such as flight time, fuel burnt or economic
speeds between clusters, the shortest and longest flight trajectories for aircraft model
A320-232 are depicted in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Flight levels, calibrated and ground
speeds, as well as Mach number are depicted, observing the effect of cost index, as in
previous figures. For both figures, in climb phase , a constant calibrated speed region can
be observed (flown at CASECON), followed by a region of constant Mach number (flown at
MECON). Two other regions of constant calibrated airspeed can be observed: the first one
just before aircraft reaches FL100 (250kt ATC restriction), and the second one once the
cruise flight level is reached.
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Figure 5.11: A320-232 flight trajectory (CI = 0 / Distance= 2500NM)
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Figure 5.12: A320-232 flight trajectory (CI = 99 / Distance= 500NM)
Finally, in order to check somehow the accuracy of the optimal trajectories obtained with
the in-house vertical trajectory optimizer, the same trajectories will be simulated in Perfor-
mance Engineer’s Programs (PEP), a software provided by Airbus for performance compu-
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tations. A particular module of PEP, called FLIP, will be used. Then, by setting parameters
such as landing weight, cost index or flight distance, optimal trajectories are obtained in
PEP, and compared to the ones in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. The results collected in tables
below, shows slight differences between the results obtained with both methods. In case
of the 500NM flight, lower flight time and fuel burnt are obtained with PEP, mainly due to
the lower climb economic CAS above FL100 (331kt instead of 350kt from in-house opti-
mizer). Contrarily, in 2500NM flight a higher climb economic CAS is obtained with PEP,
making flight time and fuel burnt to be lower than the ones obtained with in-house opti-
mizer. Note that cruise economic Mach in step climb phases is almost the same in both
methods, even-though higher flight-levels are obtained with the in-house optimizer. Having
seen great similarities between results obtained, we could consider a fair accuracy of the
optimization method implemented in our in-house vertical trajectory optimizer.
PEP In-house optimizer
Flight time 1 h 28 min 1 h 13 min
Fuel burnt 3454 kg 3275 kg
Climb speed schedule 250kt/331kt/0.79 250kt/350kt/0.79
Cruise flight-level and speed FL360/0.79 FL360/0.8
Descent speed schedule 0.79/350kt/250kt 0.8/350kt/250kt
Table 5.5: PEP vs In-house optimizer (CI = 99 / Distance= 500NM)
PEP In-house optimizer
Flight time 6 h 6 min 5 h 57 min
Fuel burnt 14706 kg 13097 kg
Climb speed schedule 250kt/293kt/0.74 250kt/250kt/0.73
Cruise flight-levels and speeds
1st cruise: FL330/0.75
2nd cruise: FL350/0.76
3rd cruise: FL370/0.76
1st cruise: FL340/0.75
2nd cruise: FL360/0.76
3rd cruise: FL380/0.76
Descent speed schedule 0.76/250kt/250kt 0.73/250kt/250kt
Table 5.6: PEP vs In-house optimizer (CI = 0 / Distance= 2500NM)
CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS
Having seen the different results obtained throughout the project, we can come to several
conclusions.
The use of K-means clustering technique, together with Elbow’s method to compute the
optimum value of clusters, has made it possible to obtain optimization results in a relatively
short time, by performing optimization tasks just with aircrafts which are centroids of their
relative clusters.
Regarding climb, cruise and descent optimization results, the expected behavior of eco-
nomic CAS and economic Mach with respect to input parameters has been observed.
When simulating trajectories making use of optimum pre-computed parameters, similar
and coherent results have been observed between clusters. Moreover, when comparing
a pair of trajectories by using the in-house vertical profile optimizer and Airbus’ PEP, very
similar results are obtained, being clear that methods followed to compute optimum pa-
rameters, as well as methods used to approximate this data, have fulfilled the initial goal
of achieving optimization and reducing on-line computational time. Besides, the trajectory
integration time has been reduced, from the previous version of the in-house optimizer (15
to 30 seconds), to a range of time between 3 and 15 seconds.
Further research on this topic may introduce changes in the clustering technique to be
used, a different cost function to be minimized or different data approximation methods. All
possibles changes will have a common goal, which is to obtain more accurate and faster
trajectory optimization tools to be integrated in future ATM systems.
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